Emerging evidence suggests that assisted hatching (AH) techniques may improve clinical pregnancy rates, particularly in poor prognosis patients; however, there still remains considerable uncertainty. We conducted a meta-analysis to verify the effect of AH on pregnancy outcomes. We searched for related studies published in PubMed, Web of Science, and Cochrane library databases from start dates to October 10, 2015. Totally, 36 randomized controlled trials with 6459 participants were included. Summary odds ratios (ORs) with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for whether by AH or not were estimated. We found a significant increase in clinical pregnancy (OR = 1.16, 95% CI = 1.00-1.36, I 2 = 48.3%) and multiple pregnancy rates (OR = 1.50, 95% CI = 1.11-2.01, I 2 = 44.0%) with AH when compared to the control. Numerous subgroup analyses stratified by hatching method, conception mode, extent of AH, embryos transfer status, and previous failure history were also carried out. Interestingly, significant results of clinical pregnancy as well as multiple pregnancy rates were observed among women who received intracytoplasmic sperm injection, and who received AH which the zona were completely removed. In summary, this meta-analysis supports that AH was associated with an increased chance of achieving clinical pregnancy and multiple pregnancy. Whether AH significantly changes live birth and miscarriage rates needs further investigations.
Results
Search results, study characteristics, and quality assessment. The detailed procedures of the literature search and screening are shown in Fig. 1 . In brief, we retrieved 2,133 unique articles: 1,347 from PubMed, 765 from Web of Science, and 21 from Cochrane library databases. After application of our inclusion and exclusion criteria, 36 randomized controlled trials (RCTs) with a total of 6,459 participants were identified.
The data extracted from each included study are listed in Table 1 . These studies were published between 1992 and 2014. Of these studies, eight studies were conducted in the USA [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , five studies each in China [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] and Turkey [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , three studies each in Brail [23] [24] [25] and Italy [26] [27] [28] , two studies each in Iran 29, 30 and Israel 31, 32 , and one study each in Canada 33 , Germany 34 , Egypt 35 , Switzerland 36 , the Czech Republic 37 , Japan 38 , Australia 39 , and Belgium 40 . Women received either in vitro fertilisation (IVF) or intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) were observed in fourteen, nine, and seven studies, respectively. Additionally, thirty studies included transferred fresh embryos to women, and four included and frozen-thawed embryos. Sixteen studies included participants with a history of previous failure.
Supplementary Table S1 and Supplementary Figure S1 present the summaries of risk of bias for all the included studies. Except for the category of method for allocation, 24 studies (66.7%) had a low risk of bias; an unclear risk of bias accounted for the majority of the other categories.
Clinical pregnancy. Thirty-six RCTs investigated the effect of AH on clinical pregnancy. Compared with those women in the control group, women who underwent AH was associated with a significant increase in clinical pregnancy rate (OR = 1.16, 95% CI = 1.00-1.36), with moderate heterogeneity (I 2 = 48.3%) (see Supplementary Fig. S2 ). There was no evidence of publication bias (P = 0.93 for Egger's test and P = 0.52 for Begg's test). Although numerous subgroup analyses were carried out, not all of them revealed statistically significant results (see Table 2 ). For example, when stratified by hatching method, significant results were observed in chemical (OR = 1.26) and mechanical (OR = 1.68) methods. Additionally, we also observed significant results among women who had only received ICSI, who received AH which were completely removal of zona, who were transferred fresh embryos with a failure history, and who were transferred frozen-thawed embryos without a failure history. A sensitivity analysis omitting one study at a time and calculating the summarized ORs for the remainder of the studies showed that the 36 study-specific ORs ranged from a low of 1.13 (95% CI = 0.96-1.33; I 2 = 46.1%) after omitting the study by Balaban et al. 19 , to a high of 1.21 (95% CI = 1.05-1.41; I 2 = 35.5%) after omitting the study by Valojerdi et al. 30 . Live birth. Fifteen RCTs investigated the effect of AH on live birth. Compared with those women in the control group, women who underwent AH had a non-significant OR of live birth (OR = 1.09, 95% CI = 0.92-1.30), without heterogeneity (I 2 = 0%) (see Supplementary Fig. S3 ). There was no evidence of publication bias (P = 0.31 for Egger's test and P = 0.14 for Begg's test). Similar non-significant results were consistent in these subgroup analyses (see Table 3 ). The 15 study-specific ORs ranged from a low of 1.05 (95% CI = 0.88-1.25; I 2 = 0%) after omitting the study by Wan et al. 13 , to a high of 1.12 (95% CI = 0.94-1.33; I 2 = 0%) after omitting the study by Balakier et al. 33 in the sensitivity analyses.
Multiple pregnancy. Twenty RCTs investigated the effect of AH on multiple pregnancy. Compared with those women in the control group, women who underwent AH was associated with a significant increase in multiple pregnancy (OR = 1.50, 95% CI = 1.11-2.01), with moderate heterogeneity (I 2 = 44.0%) (see Supplementary  Fig. S4 ). There was no evidence of publication bias (P = 0.65 for Egger's test and P = 0.82 for Begg's test). Among stratified analyses, we observed significant results in studies using the laser AH method among women who only received ICSI, who received AH which were completely removal of zona, who were transferred to fresh embryos, who did not have a previous failure history, and who were transferred fresh embryos without a failure history (see Table 4 ). The 20 study-specific ORs ranged from a low of 1.37 (95% CI = 1.04-1.79; I 2 = 30.5%) after omitting the study by Balaban et al. 19 to a high of 1.62 (95% CI = 1.23-2.13; I 2 = 30.9%) after omitting the study by Valojerdi et al. 30 . Miscarriage. Seventeen RCTs investigated the effect of AH on miscarriage. Compared with those women in the control group, women who underwent AH had a non-significant OR of miscarriage (OR = 1.03, 95% CI = 0.72-1.48), without heterogeneity (I 2 = 0%) (see Supplementary Fig. S5 ). There was no evidence of publication bias (P = 0.59 for Egger's test and P = 0.54 for Begg's test). Similar non-significant results were consistent in these subgroup analyses (see Table 5 ). The 17 study-specific ORs ranged from a low of 0.97 (95% CI = 0.66-1.42; I 2 = 0%) after omitting the study by Wan et al. 13 to a high of 1.09 (95% CI = 0.76-1.56; I 2 = 0%) after omitting the study by Primi et al. 36 in the sensitivity analyses.
Discussion
This most up-to-date meta-analysis, including 36 RCTs with 6,459 participants, suggested that women who underwent AH was associated with a significant increase in clinical pregnancy and multiple pregnancy rate. Notably, significant results of clinical pregnancy as well as multiple pregnancy rates were observed among women who received ICSI, and who received AH which the zona were completely removed. However, non-significant results were observed in live birth and miscarriage rates in women who underwent AH compared with those in the control group. Recently, several technologies of AH have been developed, including mechanical, chemical, laser and piezon. Although various methods of AH are available, previous studies suggested little difference in outcomes due to method 4, 41 . Nevertheless, our study found women who underwent chemical or mechanical AH was associated with a significant increase in clinical pregnancy. In contrast, women who underwent laser AH was associated with a significant increase in multiple pregnancy rate. Compared with other methods, laser AH is the most popular and ideal technology, with following advantages: (i) it saves time and decreases the number of laser shots; (ii) embryos are outside the incubator for less time; (iii) the risk of temperature increase in the immediate vicinity of the embryos from laser thermal shock is minimized 13 . However, a potential problem with laser AH is heating of embryo cells near the breach site in the zona pellucida 42 . The local heating depends on the beam power and laser pulse duration 42 . On the other hand, the benefit of AH either opening or thinning the zona pellucida is still controversial. Previous studies reported that zona opening of mouse embryos might have adverse effects as (i) the possibility of loss of blastomeres or of the whole embryo during contractions of the female reproductive tract 43 or (ii) the inhibition of natural expansion of blastocyst 44 . Furthermore, cruciate thinning of the human zona pellucida rather then a complete zona drilling was also shown to increase (i) blastocyst hatching 45 and (ii) implantation rates 46, 47 . Furthermore, previous studies mentioned that the quality of the embryo was a factor that can affect the outcome 48 . Our study presented that women who underwent AH with fresh embryos was associated with a significant increase in multiple pregnancy rate which was partly in line with the previous finding. Although positive point estimates were observed in outcome of clinical pregnancy and live birth, neither of them showed statistical significance. Therefore, further studies are warranted to confirm our findings as well as to investigate the AH effect on other outcomes.
A major strength of this meta-analysis was compliance with the PRISMA guidelines (Supplementary Table S2 ), and this meta-analysis lie in the number of RCT studies included latest studies and increased the statistical power to detect the effect of AH on several important outcomes. Our study generally concurs with and further reinforces the results of previous meta-analyses. Notably, numerous subgroup and sensitivity analyses were carried out to explore the heterogeneity, as well as to test the robustness of the findings. Additionally, both models (fixed and random effect) were used in this study according to the heterogeneity (instead of using either of them, as in the previous studies), which could best demonstrate the effect of AH on different outcomes.
Several limitations of this study also should be acknowledged. Firstly, compared to neonatal development or foetal malformations, the investigated outcomes of this study were short term. However, limited included studies evaluated these aforementioned long-term outcomes, which might be attributed to the RCTs' design. More studies are warranted to investigate the effect of AH on long-term outcomes. On the other hand, publication bias can be a problem in the meta-analyses of published studies; however, we found no statistical evidence of publication bias in this study by Egger's linear regression and Begg's rank correlation methods, and there did not seem to be asymmetry in the funnel plots when inspected visually (data not shown).
In conclusion, based on the current meta-analysis, AH was associated with an increased chance of achieving clinical pregnancy and multiple pregnancy. Notably, significant results of clinical pregnancy as well as multiple pregnancy rates were observed among women who received intracytoplasmic sperm injection, and who received AH which the zona were completely removed. These findings were partly consistent with the recommendation of the American Society of Reproductive Medicine which suggested that individual assisted reproductive technology programmes should evaluate their own unique patient populations in order to determine which subgroups may benefit from AH. Notably, patients receiving AH should be selected with more scrupulosity recently. More studies, especially high quality RCTs, are needed to investigate the effect of AH on live birth, miscarriage, and other long-term outcomes.
Methods
Databases and search strategies. Two investigators (DL and Q-JW) systematically and independently searched the PubMed, Web of Science and Cochrane library databases from each database's inception to the end of October 2015 for epidemiological studies, without restriction. The following search phrase was used: (zona pellucida OR assisted hatching) AND (implantation OR pregnancy OR live birth OR miscarriage). We also handscreened references of relevant review articles to identify other potential studies. This study was carried out using a predetermined protocol in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Metaanalyses (PRISMA) reporting guidelines 49 (Supplementary Table S2 ).
Study selection and exclusion. Original studies were eligible if they: (i) had an randomized controlled trial (RCT) study design; (ii) evaluated the effect of AH human embryos compared with a control group in which embryos were not submitted to AH; (iii) the primary analysis was per woman randomized; and (iv) presented the data necessary for calculating the odds ratios (ORs) or relative risks (RRs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) 50 . Original studies were ineligible if they: (i) were observational studies, reviews without original data, ecological studies, editorials, or case reports; (ii) did not report any of the evaluated outcomes; (iii) invalid analysis (for example 'per cycle' data); or (iv) did not report the data necessary for calculating the aforementioned risk estimates. Similar to our previous studies [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] , if there were several publications from the same study, we included the study with the most cases and relevant information.
Data extraction and quality assessment. These investigators (DL, D-LY, JA and Q-JW) independently extracted the data of these included studies. A reviewer (DL) was involved to resolve all disagreements. From each eligible study, these investigators abstracted information independently on the primary author, year of publication, geographic location, age of intervention/control populations, conception mode, AH method, embryo transfer status, and whether participants had a previous failure history. In situations when only the number of populations of fourfold table were given, we calculated the estimate and 95% CI. To determine the validity of these included trials, we assessed the risk of bias as advised by the Cochrane Collaboration 58 , including the domains of adequacy of randomization, allocation concealment, blinding, completion of outcome data, and selective reporting. If one or more domains were judged as being high or unclear, we classified the trial as having a high risk of bias.
Statistical analysis. All outcomes were dichotomous, and the results were expressed for each trial as an odds ratio (OR) with a 95% confidence interval (CI). Multiple live births (for example twins or triplets) were counted as one live birth event 3 . To examine the associations between AH and interested outcomes, the summary OR with 95% CIs were estimated by summarizing the risk estimates of each study using the random effect models 59 . Heterogeneity between the results of different trials was examined using the I 2 statistic. Statistical heterogeneity was deemed significant if the P value was ≤ 0.1; that is, an indication of more variation than would be expected by chance. I 2 values were also examined and high values (> 50%) were taken to indicate substantial heterogeneity. To investigate the possible sources of heterogeneity of the main results, we carried out stratified analyses by the following study features: hatching method (chemical, laser or mechanical); conception mode (intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) only, in vitro fertilization (IVF) only, and either or unmentioned); number of participants in the AH group (< 100 versus ≥ 100); the extent of AH (thinning only, breach by hole only, complete removal of zona or expansion of zona); embryo transfer status (fresh embryos versus frozen-thawed embryos or unknown); with previous failure history (yes versus no); embryo transfer status with previous failure history (fresh embryos without failure history, fresh embryos with failure history, and frozen-thawed embryos without failure history).
Small study bias, such as publication bias, was evaluated with Egger's regression asymmetry test 60 and Begg's rank-correlation test 61 . A P-value of 0.05 was used to determine whether significant publication bias existed. Additionally, sensitivity analyses were conducted by deleting each study in turn to reflect the influence of individual data on the overall estimate. All statistical analyses were performed with Stata (version 12; StataCorp, College Station, TX). Table 5 . Summary odd ratios for miscarriage in women who underwent assisted hatching compared with those in the control group. Abbreviations: OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; AH, assisted hatching; IVF, in vitro fertilization; ICSI, intracytoplasmic sperm injection; N/A, not available. * P-value for heterogeneity within each subgroup.
